PRESENT~INTERACT~COLLABORATE
Wireless Solutions For Any Environment

What is wePresent?

wePresent offers professional wireless presentation systems
that allow up to 64 users to share content from any device
To Present, Interact and Collaborate.
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wePresent connects to any display by HDMI or VGA and creates
a wireless full 1080p resolution. wePresent can be easily
integrated into any network environment, ensuring fast and reliable
presentation mirroring at up to 30 frames per second. With a
built in wireless access point, wePresent can provide an additional
Wi-Fi signal for guests and meeting participants.

Is wePresent Secure?

wePresent offers enterprise level security with AES-128bit or
SALSA20 data encryption, gatekeeper settings, and individualized
control over IP settings. Learn more about the Data Encryption
offered on our wireless presentation gateways.

Present From Any Device with Ease
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How Does wePresent Work?

GUEST

Windows. MacBooks. iOS. Android. Chromebook. Chromecast.
Connect it all for presentation sharing. With wePresent's smart
technology, BYOD meets wireless projection.

Which System Is Right For You?
Present Series: The Entry Level System
WiPG-1000 - Our basic 1080p wireless presentation system offering
screen sharing from any device, includes an auto-on feature.
Interact Series: Engaging Features
WiPG-1600 - Seamlessly integrates into existing LAN networks,
making it the ideal solution for classrooms and small huddle spaces.
WiPG-2000 - Offering the most features for
interactive experiences. Part wireless system, part
media steamer, part perfection.
The SharePod is a unique pairing solution to wirelessly connect any HDMI source
into a wePresent environment. The SharePod allows secure, controlled guest
access to wePresent’s interactive and collaborative presentation features without
compromising network security.

Collaborate Series: The Flag Ship System
WiCS-2100 - Seamless sharing, improved BYOD
compatibility and intuitive on screen moderator
controls.

What’s New In The wePresent WiCS-2100?

The WiCS-2100 taps into the power of group dynamics with fun and stylish
collaboration tools such as visual user lists for moderators and auto layout for
sharing content from multiple devices. The WiCS-2100 provides businesses and
educators with new features specifically designed for more effective collaboration
with our wireless presentation gateway.

